Quantum nonlocality is a counterintuitive phenomenon that lies beyond the purview of causal influences. Recently, Bell inequalities have been generalized to the case of quantum inputs, leading to a powerful family of semi-quantum Bell inequalities that are capable of detecting any entangled state. Here, we focus on a different problem and investigate how the local-indistinguishability of quantum inputs and postselection may affect the requirements to detect semi-quantum nonlocality. To this end, we consider a semi-quantum nonlocal game based on locally-indistinguishable qubit inputs and derive its postselected local and quantum bounds by using a novel connection to the local-distinguishability of quantum states. Interestingly, we find that the postselected local bound is independent of the measurement efficiency and that the Bell violation increases with lower measurement efficiencies.
Quantum nonlocality is a counterintuitive phenomenon that lies beyond the purview of causal influences. Recently, Bell inequalities have been generalized to the case of quantum inputs, leading to a powerful family of semi-quantum Bell inequalities that are capable of detecting any entangled state. Here, we focus on a different problem and investigate how the local-indistinguishability of quantum inputs and postselection may affect the requirements to detect semi-quantum nonlocality. To this end, we consider a semi-quantum nonlocal game based on locally-indistinguishable qubit inputs and derive its postselected local and quantum bounds by using a novel connection to the local-distinguishability of quantum states. Interestingly, we find that the postselected local bound is independent of the measurement efficiency and that the Bell violation increases with lower measurement efficiencies.
It is known that in quantum physics, there exist experiments in which correlations from measurements on entangled systems are at odds with our causal world views. These correlations may be verified by using a family of statistical tests called Bell inequalities [1, 2] , which are linear constraints on the set of correlations that are compatible with the principle of local causes [3] . In other words, if the correlations violate a Bell inequality, then the underlying physics must be nonlocal in nature. Remarkably, apart from their foundational significance, Bell inequalities have also found practical applications in quantum cryptography and quantum state estimation [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For these reasons, quantum nonlocality is one of the most widely studied topics in quantum information science.
Recently, a new paradigm called semi-quantum nonlocality has emerged [10] , where observers use quantum inputs-instead of classical inputs-to specify their desired measurement settings. Interestingly, by doing so, all entangled states are "nonlocal", in that for any entangled state there is always a semi-quantum Bell inequality with which violation is achieved. This feature suggests that certain semi-quantum Bell inequalities are strong entanglement witnesses and thus could provide an unprecedented level of confidence in detecting entanglement using untrusted measurement devices. For instance, see Ref. [11] for a generic procedure that converts entanglement witnesses into measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses, and Ref. [12] for the corresponding proof-of-principle experiment. See also Refs. [13, 14] for the connection to quantum steering [15] .
On a more general level, semi-quantum nonlocality admits the possibility of working with locallyindistinguishable quantum inputs, a notion that is central to local quantum state discrimination [16] [17] [18] and quantum data hiding [19, 20] . For our purposes, we de- * limc@ornl.gov fine such quantum inputs as quantum states that are indistinguishable at the level of local operations and shared randomness (LOSR) [10] , but distinguishable at the level of local quantum measurements assisted with shared entanglement (henceforth referred to as quantum strategies). In particular, our theoretical contribution recognizes that semi-quantum Bell inequalities using locally-indistinguishable quantum inputs can acquire the following two interesting properties: (1) the ability to safely perform postselection and (2) the ability to achieve higher Bell violations with decreasing measurement efficiencies [21] .
The first property is based on the fact that postselection strategies due to the detection loophole [22] [23] [24] are local filtering processes assisted with shared randomness. Thus by the above definition, it is impossible for LOSR models to produce postselected correlations that are semi-quantum nonlocal-even if arbitrarily low measurement efficiencies are allowed. The second property is due to the fact that the violation of a semi-quantum Bell inequality is directly related to the local-distinguishability of the quantum input states. This connection implies that with a suitable choice of quantum inputs, it is possible to devise a semi-quantum Bell inequality whose optimal violation is achieved only if the measurement efficiencies fall below a certain threshold; this is analogous to the optimal discrimination of non-orthogonal quantum states whereby inconclusive measurement elements are necessary [25] .
To illustrate the above properties, we analyze a semi-quantum Bell experiment inspired by the ClauserHorne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) Bell experiment [26] , and derive its postselected local bound and postselected maximum quantum bound for a given measurement efficiency. To start with, let us first clarify the meaning of using quantum states to choose the measurements. While it is clear what it means by classically choosing a measurement setting (e.g., turning a knob), in the case of quantum inputs, the notion of choosing a measurement is somewhat less obvious. To sharpen this notion, we propose to think in terms of programmable quantum measurement (PQM) devices [27, 28] . More specifically, a PQM device is a measurement device that accepts two quantum inputs, namely a quantum target system and a quantum program system, and then performs a measurement (determined by the state of the program system) on the target system. In other words, one uses the state of the quantum program system to choose the desired measurement. Therefore, we may view measurements in the semi-quantum nonlocality framework as untrusted PQM devices whose measurements are purportedly determined by trusted quantum input systems, i.e., see Fig. (1) .
Semi-quantum CHSH inequality. We consider a semi-quantum Bell experiment involving two distant observers, called Alice and Bob, who each have a trusted local source of randomness, a trusted qubit preparation device, and an untrusted PQM device. Note that the measurement-independence condition [29] is thus implicitly assumed. In each run of the experiment, Alice generates two random bitsx = x 1 x 2 and prepares a program qubit using the following encoding scheme: |x x| = H x1 |x 2 x 2 |H x1 , where {|x 2 } x2=0,1 is the computational basis and H is the Hadamard matrix. Then, she sends the prepared qubit to her PQM device for measurement and receives an outcome a ∈ {0, 1, ∅}, where all inconclusive outcomes are assigned to ∅. Likewise for Bob, we writeȳ = y 1 y 2 and b to denote his measurement choice and measurement outcome, respectively. Furthermore, in what follows, we will refer to Alice's and Bob's qubit input systems as A and B, respectively, and their corresponding quantum target systems as A and B .
In the LOSR framework, untrusted measurements are modeled by a classical distribution {Pr[λ]} λ and a corresponding set of conditional local positive-operator valued measure (POVM) operators, {Q λ a } a , {R λ b } b , acting on systems A and B, respectively. Here, the classical variable λ is a diagonal quantum state living in the Hilbert space of A ⊗ B , and thus captures all the classical randomness that is pre-shared between the two measurement devices. For a given pair of measurement choices, ωx := |x x| and τȳ := |ȳ ȳ|, the conditional probability of observing outcomes a and b is given as
which is synonymous to the locality condition assumed in standard Bell inequalities. Also, we write {M a,b } a,b to denote the effective two-qubit measurement acting on the qubit inputs, i.e.,
is not separable for some a, b, then by definition the joint target state must be entangled, i.e., see Fig. (1) γ ∈ (0, 1] is the measurement efficiency. With that, our postselected inequality reads
where f (x,ȳ) := x 1 ∧ y 1 ⊕ x 2 ⊕ y 2 is a balanced boolean function, and
Our goal is to derive the postselected local bound, β(γ|LOSR), and to see how it scales with the measurement efficiency, γ.
For pedagogical reasons, we first discuss what happens when the inputs are classical. In this picture, our inequality can be seen as a symmetric extension of the CHSH inequality. To see this connection, we note that the first bit of each party, x 1 , y 1 , determines his or her measurement setting, and the second bit, x 2 , y 2 , determines if he or she should flip the measurement outcome. Indeed, it can be easily verified that Eq. (2) is an average of four CHSH inequalities conditioned on x 2 and y 2 , therefore the local bound of our inequality assuming classical inputs is 2. However, despite these similarities, there is a subtle difference between the CHSH inequality and Eq. (2) with respect to classical local models. That is, a classical local model that outputs fixed correlated outcomes independently of the inputs would give a CHSH value of 2, whereas with Eq. (2) the Bell value is zero. This example illustrates that the additional randomness injected via x 2 and y 2 plays an interesting role in constraining the efficacy of certain classical local models.
Moving on to quantum inputs, the measurement basis is now determined by the basis in which the program qubit is prepared, and the bit flip value is given by the eigenvector of that basis. Notice that this encoding scheme is inspired by the celebrated quantum conjugate coding scheme used in quantum cryptography [30, 31] . The main advantage of this scheme is that the probability of learning each bit is upper bounded by [32] . Based on these observations, we thus expect correlations generated by LOSR models to be weakly correlated with Alice's and Bob's measurement choices.
Recall that we want to derive the postselected local bound and the postselected maximum quantum bound for Eq. (2). As mentioned earlier, the former is denoted by β(γ|LOSR) and is defined as the maximization of S(γ) over all LOSR measurements for a fixed measurement efficiency γ. At this point, it is useful to mention that all postselection strategies conceivable by LOSR models are automatically accounted for in the maximization. That is, any postselection strategy employed by the underlying LOSR model must be captured by the local filtering POVMs Q Moving on, the postselected maximum quantum bound is denoted by β(γ) and is defined as the maximization of S(γ) over the set of quantum strategies,
Connection to quantum state discrimination.
The above maximization problems can be solved by using a connection to the local-distinguishability of quantum inputs. To illustrate this connection, we first note that the proposed semi-quantum CHSH experiment is equivalent to a guessing game in which the untrusted local measurement devices have to guess the bit value f (x,ȳ) when given quantum inputs ωx ⊗ τȳ. More precisely, the devices win the game if they output a⊕b = f (x,ȳ) whenever a, b = ∅, i.e., the game is counted only for jointly conclusive events. The conditional guessing probability can be written in terms of Eq. (2),
where S(γ)/8 can be seen as the distinguishing advantage. Then, it can be easily verified that
where we used
ωx ⊗ τȳ, and the measurement assignments
We may interpret Eq. (4) as follows. In each run of the experiment, the measurement devices are given a product quantum state ωx ⊗ τȳ randomly chosen from one of the two sets of states, {ωx ⊗ τȳ : f (x,ȳ) = 0} and {ωx ⊗ τȳ : f (x,ȳ) = 1}, and the devices have to guess which set the given state is drawn from. In other words, the local devices have to collectively guess the global identity f (x,ȳ) of ωx ⊗τȳ using whatever resources they are given with. Indeed, the figure of merit in this case is exactly given by Eq. (3), which is the conditional guessing probability uniformly averaged over all product states. Using the Born's rule and the linearity of the trace operator, this guessing game can be simplified to the local-distinguishability of two non-orthogonal mixed states ρ 0 and ρ 1 assuming a fixed conclusive rate of γ 2 . Therefore, the maximization Eq. (2) is equivalent to the maximization of Eq. (4) (up to the constant normalization factor of 1/γ 2 ). The advantage of local-distinguishability games is that they can be analytically solved through semidefinite programming [18] , a form of convex optimization that maximizes a linear function over the intersection of a semidefinite cone and an affine plane [33] . For brevity, we present only the primal programs and defer the corresponding dual programs and optimal solutions to the Supplementary Material. The primal program for computing the maximum quantum guessing probability assuming a fixed γ 2 ∈ (0, 1] is given by
and the optimal values are found to be
Here, an important remark is in order. These optimal values are obtained over the whole set of two-qubit POVMs acting on A ⊗ B, which is larger than the set of quantum strategies, i.e.,
Thus strictly speaking, Eq. (5) is an upper bound on the maximum quantum bound, i.e., β(γ) ≤ 2 √ 2 for 0 < γ ≤ 1/ √ 2 and β(γ) ≤ √ 2/γ 2 for 1/ √ 2 < γ ≤ 1. However, as we will see later, this upper bound is tight for γ ∈ (0, 1/2].
Similarly, the maximization for LOSR measurements is based on a circuitous method, which nevertheless also leads to a tight upper bound on G(γ|LOSR). More precisely, we optimize over all measurements compatible with the positive partial transpose (PPT) condition [34] instead of LOSR measurements. The reason is that PPT measurements admit a much simpler characterization and can be formulated as linear constraints in the semidefinite programs, i.e., we only need to add Π
0, for i = 0, 1, ∅, where T B means the partial transpose with respect to Bob's measurements. Moreover, we use the fact that PPT and separable measurements are equivalent at the level of two-qubit positive operators [34] . Therefore, the optimal bound for PPT measurements is an upper bound on that of LOSR measurements, i.e., β(γ|LOSR) ≤ β(γ|Sep) = β(γ|PPT). The optimal value for PPT models is found to be independent of γ, (6) is one that uses only local measurements, i.e., no shared randomness is needed. More specifically, the strategy is
a, b = 0, 1, and Q ∅ = (1 − γ)1 A , R ∅ = (1 − γ)1 B for the inconclusive outcomes. That is, each measurement device with probability γ measures in the X basis, and with probability 1 − γ outputs ∅ without measurement. Another strategy is to measure in the Y basis instead of X, or to use a combination of these two strategies assisted with shared randomness.
A pretty good quantum strategy. As mentioned above, the optimal solutions to Eq. (5) are given in terms of two-qubit POVMs and thus do not provide a clear exposition on the optimal quantum strategy (i.e., the optimal entangled bipartite state and local PQMs) needed to achieve the maximum quantum bound. To this end, we provide an explicit quantum strategy that reaches the upper bound in the region of 0 < γ < 1/2, i.e., see the shaded area in Fig. (2) . Again, we refer to the aforementioned encoding scheme, i.e., Eq. (7). The optimal joint target system is a two-qubit maximally entangled state, φ A B = |Ψ + Ψ + |, and the optimal PQMs are
and likewise R i = Q i for i = 0, 1, ∅, where γ 1 = min{2γ, 1} and γ 2 = max{γ − 1/2, 0}. Note that the PQMs are inefficient Bell-state measurements (BSMs), i.e., they can only discriminate between |Ψ + and |Ψ − . The Bell values using these states and measurements are S(γ) = 2 √ 2 for 0 < γ ≤ 1/2 and S(γ) = 1/(γ 2 √ 2) for 1/2 < γ < 1/ √ 2. We remark that this quantum strategy is however sub-optimal when it comes to detecting weakly entangled states. For instance, in the case of two-qubit Werner states [37] ,
, it can be shown that violation is obtained only for F > 1/2; note that these Werner states are separable for F ≤ 1/3. On the other hand, we have upper bounds on the achievable Bell violations for F > 1/3, which suggest that Eq. (2) might be able to detect all entangled two-qubit Werner states; see Supplementary Material. Discussion. A way to interpret our result is to examine the optimality conditions for discriminating ρ 0 and ρ 1 . To begin with, we remind that these mixed states share the same support and can be simultaneously diagonalized in the Bell basis. The first point implies that unambiguous state discrimination [25] is not possible, thus the best measurement scheme, for our purpose, is probabilistic minimum-error state discrimination [38, 39] . From the optimality conditions of this scheme, it can be easily verified that the maximum success probability for which ρ 0 and ρ 1 are optimally discriminated is 1/2, which is indeed the value given in Eq. (5). This also explains the trend seen in Fig. ( 2) wherein higher Bell violations are achieved with higher inconclusive rates/lower measurement efficiencies.
From the second point, it is clear that the optimal measurement that discriminates between ρ 0 and ρ 1 must consists of entangled POVMs: the positive and negative eigenspaces of ρ 0 − ρ 1 are maximally entangled subspaces. This means that no LOSR measurement (or more generally, separable measurement) can coherently access these entangled eigenspaces. Crucially, this limitation also holds in the presence of inconclusive outcomes, i.e., entanglement cannot be created using local operations and classical communication (local filtering with shared randomness in our case).
Conclusion.
In the above, we have provided a semiquantum Bell experiment that safely allows for postselection and is defined by a loss-independent local bound that is violated only in the region of imperfect measurement efficiencies. On the conceptual level, our result suggests that semi-quantum nonlocality is much more powerful than previously recognized. For instance, Eq. (2) does not require the so-called fair-sampling condition [24, 26] , which is typically assumed in standard Bell experiments involving postselection to ensure that the conclusive/detected events are representative of the underlying quantum system. Most interestingly, Fig. (2) shows that in order to (optimally) violate Eq. (2), it is necessary to use highly inefficient measurements, which up to the best of our knowledge, is the first time that such a trend has been found. Furthermore, the maximal quantum violation 2 √ 2 can be achieved for a continuum of measurement efficiencies, i.e., γ ∈ (0, 1/2], unlike standard Bell inequalities which can only reach their maximum violations in the limit of perfect measurement efficiency.
Finally, we remark that on the practical side, our inequality provides a semi-device-independent method for testing entanglement in detected quantum systems. That is, as mentioned above, the inequality allows one to restrict the analysis to detected events without assuming the fair-sampling condition. For example, this application could be useful for entanglement-based experiments suffering from high detection losses, e.g., those based on practical entangled photon-pair sources [40] .
In order for us to provide a more precise description of our semidefinite programs, we would need to introduce a few mathematical notations; some of which may be different from those used in the main text. We let Alice's and Bob's complex Hilbert spaces be denoted by A and B, respectively. The set of linear operators, Hermitian operators and positive semidefinite operators acting on the composite Hilbert space are written as L(A ⊗ B), Herm(A⊗B) and Pos(A⊗B), respectively. Furthermore, we write Q 0 to indicate that Q is positive semidefinite. The set of density operators acting on Alice's and Bob's systems is defined as D(A⊗B) := {ρ ∈ Pos(A⊗B) : Tr[ρ] = 1}. The set of separable operators, which is a closed convex cone, is denoted by Sep(A : B) . Additionally, we would require the partial transpose operation, T B = I L(A) ⊗ T , which performs the transpose operation, T , on Bob's Hilbert space. Accordingly, the set of positive partial transpose (PPT) operators is defined as PPT(A : B) := {Q : T B (Q) 0, Q ∈ Pos(A ⊗ B)}. Also, we denote a diagonal matrix by Q = diag[λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 ].
Accessible entanglement in separable states
Let us first point out a key observation that explains why global measurements are more predictive than separable measurements for our choice of quantum input states. Recall that the goal is to (locally) discriminate between two mixed separable states, namely,
where ωx and τȳ are defined as ωx = H x1 |x 2 x 2 |H x1 forx = x 1 x 2 ∈ {0, 1} 2 and τȳ = H y1 |y 2 y 2 |H y1 for y = y 1 y 2 ∈ {0, 1} 2 , respectively. An important feature of these mixed states is that they can be simultaneously diagonalized in an entangled eigenbasis, whose eigenvectors are given by entangled states. That is, using the standard Bell state definitions, i.e., |Φ ± = (|00 ± |11 )/ √ 2 and |Ψ ± = (|01 ± |10 )/ √ 2, we have
where the eigenvalues are λ ± = (1 ± 1/ √ 2)/4, and the corresponding eigenvectors given as
+ and |φ 4 = |Ψ − . For example, we have λ + = φ 1 |ρ 0 |φ 1 = φ 2 |ρ 1 |φ 2 . From equation (A1), we immediately see that a good guess for the optimal global measurement strategy is to first project the unknown state onto the subspace |φ 1 φ 1 | + |φ 2 φ 2 |, and then discriminate between the two orthogonal maximally entangled states |φ 1 and |φ 2 (i.e., to pick the maximum eigenvalue). Indeed, this gives us a conclusive rate of λ + + λ − = 1/2, which agrees with our optimal solution found using semidefinite programming. If we were to use separable measurements, then it is clear that some amount of mixing between the eigenvalues would occur, thus leading to a guessing value that is less than the maximum eigenvalue.
Optimal guessing probabilities
As mentioned in the main text, the bounds for general and PPT measurements can be analytically solved using convex optimization techniques, namely, semidefinite programming [33] . More specifically, the idea is to find feasible solutions for the primal and dual programs, which provide lower and upper bounds on the optimal value, i.e., by virtue of the weak duality principle. If the feasible solutions lead to values that coincide, then we say that the optimal solution for the semidefinite program is found. That is, by the strong duality principle, the duality gap is zero. In fact, the considered semidefinite programs have zero duality gaps.
Recall that the generic guessing probability defined in the state discrimination game for a fixed conclusive rate γ 2 is given as
where we used the measurement assignments
Here, we remind that the measurement {M a,b } a,b for all a, b = 0, 1, ∅ can be either a PPT measurement or a general global measurement, depending on which bound we want to solve. In the following, we will first show the computation for general global measurements.
Theorem 1 (Optimal guessing probability for general measurements). The maximum probability of discriminating ρ 0 and ρ 1 using measurements
Proof. The optimal solution is obtained if the feasible solutions for the primal and dual programs lead to a common optimization value. To this end, the primal program for general measurements under the constraint that the conclusive rate is fixed to γ 2 ∈ (0, 1] is Primal program (general)
and the corresponding dual program is found to be Dual program (general)
For the region 0 < γ ≤ 1/ √ 2, we use the observations from the preceding section to construct a feasible solution for the primal program that is diagonal in the basis of equation (A1), i.e.,
A direct computation of the primal objective function using this solution gives max γ 2 G(γ) ≥ γ 2G (γ) = γ 2 1 + 1/ √ 2 /2. A feasible solution for the dual in the same region is
. Therefore, we arrive at the optimal solution (i.e., equation (A3)) for the region 0 < γ ≤ 1/ √ 2. For the other half of the region, 1/ √ 2 < γ ≤ 1, a feasible solution for the primal program is 
The upper bound for the local operations and shared randomness (LOSR) bound is computed using PPT measurements, which admit a concise mathematical characterization. Furthermore, under the assumption of twoqubit measurements, PPT measurements are necessarily separable measurements, since for any linear operator Q ∈ L(A ⊗ B), it is separable if and only if it is PPT [34] . That is, the set of separable operators and the set of PPT operators are equivalent up to some constant factor for two-qubit positive operators. Note that this is generally not the case if we consider higher dimension Hilbert spaces where PPT does not imply separability. In the below, we first show the optimal guessing probability assuming PPT measurements.
Theorem 2 (Optimal guessing probability for PPT measurements). The maximum probability of discriminating ρ 0 and ρ 1 using measurements
Proof. The primal program for separable/PPT measurements is given as Primal program (separable/PPT) 
where each element is diagonal in the basis of equation (A1). Using this solution, we get max γ 2 G(γ|Sep) ≥ γ Here, we see that quantum violations are obtained only for ξ > 1/3, which means that the proposed semiquantum CHSH inequality could be capable of detecting all entangled two-qubit Werner states.
Possible detection of all entangled two-qubit Werner states
The detection of entangled two-qubit Werner states [37] can be shown by explicitly modeling the measurement operators in terms of two local measurements and a two-qubit Werner state φ ξ := ξ|Ψ − Ψ − | + (1 − ξ)1/4 defined in two auxiliary systems A and B . More specifically, the resulting measurements on systems A and B are given as 
where M Here, the optimization of the semidefinite program is taken over measurements separable with respect to the bi-partition A ⊗ A : B ⊗ B . 
